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After maintaining a virtual news blackout on the 1991/1992 sugar crop for five months, the
government is currently making the harvest a national public issue. In broadcasts during the
past weekend, sugar workers were urged to make a maximum effort over the next few weeks.
Government media sources describe the current season as one of the most difficult in Cuban history.
The harvest started late and has been affected by chronic shortages of fuel, lubricants and spare
parts necessary to keep mechanical harvesters and mills operating. The possible onset of spring
rains in May could also disrupt the late-starting harvest. In the only public prediction so far, a senior
economic strategist, Carlos Lage, said output would not even approach the 1990/1991 harvest of 7.6
million metric tons. Foreign analysts estimate the 1991/1992 crop at between 5.5 and 6.6 million MT,
a record low for at least 15 years. During a speech on April 4, President Fidel Castro said Cuba had
lost around US$2.5 billion in sugar revenue, result of the collapse in trade with the former Soviet
Union. The USSR annually consumed around 4 million MT of Cuban sugar under a sugar-for-oil
agreement. Castro said Cuba obtained over US$800 per MT of sugar under the arrangement with
Moscow. The price per tonne this year is less than US$200. The Cuban government has agreed to
deliver 1 million MT of sugar in 1992 to Russia in exchange for oil products. A similar deal with the
Kazakhstan republic involves 200,000 MT of sugar with an option for the amount to be doubled.
Next, the Cubazucar marketing company has reported contracts to deliver nearly 900,000 MT of raw
sugar to China and 200,000 MT to Iran. Reuters cited unidentified traders as saying that a Japanese
firm would also buy nearly 300,000 MT of raw sugar from Cuba for 1992 shipment. Japan imported
slightly more than 350,000 MT of Cuban sugar last year. (Basic data from Reuters, 04/11/92, 04/14/92)
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